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Do not vape there
are no benefits and

serious
consequences stop 



Sports



 
best football gloves that you can buy 
     nike vapor jet 5.0 football gloves

     They have a good grip and are lightweight 
but are $40 - $50 which can be expensive for gloves but

are worth the value 
For a cheaper option are the under armour F6 football

gloves which don't have as good of a grip but range from
$15-$30 wich is good value for the glove. These gloves
have a ok grip and are comfortable and the grip lasts

longer.
One last option that ranges from the price of $35-$60 are

the adidas adizero 9.0 football gloves the grip on these
gloves is also not the best, or the material is not the best

weather conditions , but they are very comfortable stylish ,
and are supportive. 

 
 
 

Best football equipment 
 Best football equipment to have in 2022 

Best football mouthguards 
Mouth guards dont have as many different variants but

there are different things about them.  
Under armour UA airpro mouth guard this mouthguard is

reliable and good breathing technology  It also has grips on
the mouthguard so it stays in your mouth . it is also in the

range of $14-$25 
A good mouthgaurd for braces is the SAFEJAWZ

mouthgaurd for braces it is safe for people with braces
and comfortable for them.

The price is in the range of $10-$20.
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Addie and Tolga
Our opinion on swimming goggles.

        There are so many kinds of goggles in
the world. Some of the goggles in our
opinion are better than others. There are
many different brands, styles, and lenses.
We feel that if you have goggles that you
like you are more confident in your race,
depending on what you swim you might
want different goggles. If you are just
practicing you want comfortable goggles
that aren't too tight but have a good seal
for example we like using Speedo
vanquisher 2.0. For racing, we like using
something that has a very tight seal and a
low chance of falling off or filling with
water. Me and Tolgaś favorites include
Arena Cobra ultra and the speedo speed
sockets. page1



You don't need to buy the most expensive
practice goggles or race goggles. The

best goggles are the ones that feel good
for you. Goggles prices range from 15-

200$ if you want a great pair for a
decent price you would want to get the

speedo vanquisher 2.0s for 25$. If you are
willing to spend a little more you want to

get some Arena Cobra Ultras. In
conclusion, the best goggles for you are

the ones that feel the best. 
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               SPORTS
A Day of a 7th Grade Football Player

        By Dominik Steffen
 

This is about the 7th  grade. Practice ends at 5 : 30 pm and it’s
fun and then you have to do warm ups and then you go to

practice and then you go get a drink of water and then you go
again and then its the end of practice and then you do it again

the next day.   you want to be a football player you have to
warm up and drink a lot of water.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



     2022 ITALIAN GRAND PRIX

The 2022 Italian Grand Prix was very interesting. 
Ferrari embarrassed themselves at their own track. 
There were 4 dnfs, and 4 cars that got laped. The 
winner was Max Verstappen for Red Bull. George 
Russell in 3rd and Lewis Hamilton in 5th for 
Mercedes-amg-petronas, and Surprisingly Michael 
Schumacher in 12 for Hass. Valtteri bottas behind 
schumacher. The 2022 was a very close race if you 
don’t count the lapedcars and the dnfs.

WHAT HAPPENED TO 
FERRARI
Ferrari usually wins the Italian Grand 
Prix because they practice there in the 
offseason.Only one of the ferrari drivers 
got on the podium instead of both. in 
the past years ferrari has been slowly 

getting worse and worse and this race doesn't help anything. 

IS MERCEDES FALLING OFF
In this season Mercades hasn't been doing so well.
last season Mercedez dominated. Always in 1st and 
2nd place. this season Mercedes has been behind 
Red Bull. this race one of the drivers Lewis Hamilton 
was in 5th and George Russell in 3rd. This is very 
unsasal not only because of the positions, but also 
because Lewis Hamilton was behind george russell. 
the true question is if Mercedes will come back. 

HAAS F1 TEAM MIGHT  ACTUALLY GOOD   
in the Italian Grand Prix Haas was actually good. usually in dead last, but at the Italian Grand Prix 
Michael Schumacher placed 12 of 22. finishing 8.5 seconds behind first. For reference the closest Haas 
driver last race to first was 32.9 seconds. Haas might start to go for there first championship 



Weekly hockey news
Defensemen preview: How early to draft Cale Makar, Brent

Burns and others
A whopping 23 defensemen earned more than 2.0 fantasy

points per game in ESPN's standard league this past season,
up from only a dozen the previous campaign. Another 33
between 1.8 and 2.0 ... But then consider that 14 blueliners

finished in ESPN's Top-50 in total fantasy points, another 14
in the next 50. By no means is this a position to disregard.

Chicago Blackhawks veteran defenseman Jake McCabe will
miss start of season after surgery

CHICAGO -- Blackhawks defenseman Jake McCabe will miss the
start of the season after he had cervical spine surgery.
Team physician Michael Terry said Tuesday that McCabe is

expected to return in 10 to 12 weeks. There was no word on
when exactly McCabe had the surgery.

McCabe, who turns 29 on Oct. 12, had four goals and a
career-best 18 assists in 75 games last season. He signed a
$16 million, four-year contract with Chicago in July 2021.

Ottawa Senators sign Tim Stutzle to eight-year, $66.8
million extension

 
OTTAWA, Ontario -- The Senators have locked up another one
of their top young players, agreeing to an eight-year, $66.8

million contract extension with center Tim Stutzle, the
team announced Wednesday.

The deal, which carries an average annual value of $8.35
million and kicks in after the 2022-23 NHL season, is the

latest move by general manager Pierre Dorion to solidify
Ottawa's core.

Selected No. 3 overall in the 2020 draft with the pick
received in the Erik Karlsson trade with the San Jose

Sharks, Stutzle has 34 goals and 87 points in 132 NHL games.



The Best Football Gear 2022

       The best cleats in 2022 are the Adidas Freak Ultra 22
Cleats, sometimes they cost under 100 dollars, the most is
probably 130 to about 135 dollars. Which is an amazing
price for nice cleats like these. They also come from Adidas
which is 1st or 2nd on the list for making the best football
cleats on sale. 

      

        The best football gloves on the market for grip are
probably the vapor jet 5.0’s. They come in many different
colors and they can cost anywhere from 30 to 59 dollars
depending on how you want to spend your money. They
also have a 4.5 star rating, one of the best ratings for
gloves. They have really good fabric for your hands and
really good velcro for hard hits. 



game score
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HAVE A QUESTION?
gmail me at:
Mikala.meschke@dpschools.org page 5

 

volleyball is really fun in my opinion, If you
are very competitive then volleyball is for
you.
the best part about volleyball is having fun. 
the reason why I recommend you play
volleyball is that the courts are nice. you
get a lot of practice, it makes up for time
instead of just staying at home. some must-
haves for volleyball are good shoes,
preferably black shorts, and a nice t-shirt. If
you are just joining volleyball you will
automatically be on TEam B2. So to
recommend getting up to the higher teams
would practice more on your serves. What I
do to help and get better at serving as I
watch my mom's games, and I also get a court
at the rec and practice with a net.
volleyball is a kind of sport that is meant to
be a sport that you only play. if you already
have a full schedule, then I recommend you to
not join. 
 



video games



Top 3 most popular Games on Microsft/Xbox 
By Aiden Kallen

Fortnite
Fortnite is an action shooter where you land on an island and loot to fight

other players. It has many in-game purchases as well as an assortment of skins.
You collect materials to build and weapons on the ground to fight. There is a

storm you have to avoid to be the last alive. It has a 3.1 rating from 149,600
people. It has 

had over 270 million players of all time. This is a hated game because of its
community and repetitive updates. It is one of if not the best battle royal.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Nba2k23
Nba2k23 is a basketball team game. you can play a campaign mode and play

online coop. there are also in games purchases. You buy packs To get
characters for your NBA Team. In the game, you play as different NBA

characters and play basketball against other players. The game has a 2.7
rating from 559 people. There are 20,000 + players every month.

 

call of duty modern warfare/ warzone 
Call of duty warzone is an action-based shooter where You can play the

campaign Where you play as Captain John Price. There is also a warzone game
mode where you land on an island and there is gas surrounding the island. You
fight other players with the loot that's on the ground and in chests. the game
has also been semi-hated because the game has a problem with hackers And big

updates. it has In-game purchases And you can pick and buy a selection of
weapon skins and characters. 100 million + have played call of duty modern

warfare. It has a 1.9 rating from 15.7 thousand people. 
 



Fast Paced Games 
By: Anonymous

 The slope is an interesting game where you
control a ball in a 3D world where there are

many different obstacles to pass. The more you
go the faster you will go but beware of the red

objects they can and will end your run the
goal is to get the highest score and if you hit

something red or. Fall off the map and your
score will reset and you can try to beat it
again and again. In order to gain points you
need to get to the next platform and it will
give you 1 point at the top of your screen.

 The next game is Color Tunnel staying fast
paced games Color Tunnel is a game that stays
at the same speed and the obstacles are still.

Red but instead of falling off the map, there are
more moving obstacles than in Slope but here.
Your score is based on how far you go there

are endless levels of obstacles. Two levels are
always connected, the inside and the outside. In
my opinion, the outside is easier than the inside
but again it is just me probably so go check

out these games and have fun.



Video game accessories have a wide range,
but joysticks, different buttons, or just
controllers, in general, are good. Customizable
joysticks are on custom controllers that allow
you to shorten them, or make them taller,
depending on if you have long thumbs or
shorter thumbs. Accessible joysticks allow you
to find the right height on your joysticks to feel
comfortable in your fitting. Finding and
changing the buttons to your right fitting is
amazing to have if you don't like pressing that
certain button because it doesn't feel right or
is just uncomfortable to press. Some
controllers like the Thrustmaster E-swap S or
the Thrustmaster E-swap pro controller are
ones that allow you to do this.

video game accessories: Joysticks
By: Isaac Billadeau
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lunch,
schedules,
and jokes



DMS School Menu
  Critic By Damie Bruce

 

the potato was ok

September-
 19-4/10

-I didn't like the chilli

 20-8/10
-patty was good

21-6/10
-Hotdogs was not my favorite
-potato wedges were good

 22-3/10
-offbrand hot pocket

-bland------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

sakura
10/10

recomendations
-Scallops Teriyaki Box
-Steak and Scallop

-New York Steak Entrée
 



JOKESJOKESJOKES               What is red and bad for yourWhat is red and bad for yourWhat is red and bad for your

teeth? a brick.teeth? a brick.teeth? a brick.      

What do you call an alligator in a vest?AnWhat do you call an alligator in a vest?AnWhat do you call an alligator in a vest?An

in-vest-igator.in-vest-igator.in-vest-igator.

If you’re American when you go in theIf you’re American when you go in theIf you’re American when you go in the

bathroom and American when you comebathroom and American when you comebathroom and American when you come

out, what are you in the bathroom?out, what are you in the bathroom?out, what are you in the bathroom?

European.European.European.

What do you call a can opener that doesn’tWhat do you call a can opener that doesn’tWhat do you call a can opener that doesn’t

work?work?work?

A can’t opener.A can’t opener.A can’t opener.

By: Rivers SandalaBy: Rivers SandalaBy: Rivers Sandala



Have you ever wanted to go to the 2nd
largest restaurant in Dickinson? Here it is,
Applebees. The service is really good and
there's not that long of a wait for the food.
In the middle of the restaurant, there is a

bar.
 

Applebees REview
By: Anonymous

 
Food

Every item on the menu costs at least
$10- 20. There's a deal going on right
now that 2 items cost $25. They have

exclusive Cheeto flavoring on their
wings, you can get flaming coated or

regular cheeto coated.

Seating information
There are mostly booths. They have chair areas as

well there always across from the booths. Wait until a
worker comes to the front to seat you. They will ask if

you want a booth or chair.

There are parking spots around the whole building. If you
have someone that's disabled with you there are four
handicap spots at the front. They have about 
40 parking spots. If you don't want to eat in you can
order online and get curbside pickup 

Parking lot





Monday, September 19th
Volleyball girls 7th at 4,5,6pm at DMS.

Tuesday, September 20th 
Cross country At 11:00 am Black Sands golf course 

Football 7th At 3:15,4:15pm At Horizon middle schoo
Volleyball 7th At 4-5 pm DMS

 
Wednesday, September 21

 
 

Thursday, September 22
Football 7th At 3:00 pm Jim Hill middle school
Volleyball 7th At 2-3 pm Erick middle school.

 
 

Friday, September 23
DHS VB tournament.

 

What's Happening At DMS


